Welcome to the LHCb RICH TWiki web page

Here are some links to help you quickly navigate:

- RICH Organization
- Reports and publications
- Pictures, figures, and plots
- Official PID plots

RICH meetings

Periodic meetings on the agenda:

- RICH Operations: every Wednesday in room 17/1-007
- RICH Software meeting: every week, on Friday at 2pm

All past and future RICH meetings on CERN Doc Server

RICH mailing lists

- List of all RICH mailing lists (you can: browse, subscribe, view archive)

Links

- RICH Software TWiki
- General RICH test beam topic with links to all RICH testbeam topics
- RICH Online Monitor TWiki
- RICH Operations TWiki (Commissioning and running the RICH detectors)
- RICH Upgrade TWiki
- Run 2 performance
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